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(Extended Abstract)

1 Introduction
In this extended abstract we describe our ideas, preliminary results, and ongoing work on a mashup
platform for research evaluation. The evaluation of researchers and research artifacts (e.g., a scientific
paper) is important for a variety of reasons, ranging from hiring and promotion (for people) to selection
of contributions (for journals or conferences) and to searching for interesting content within an ocean of
scientific knowledge. However, there is little consensus today on how research evaluation should be
done, and it is commonly acknowledged that the quantitative metrics available today are largely unsatisfactory.
Indeed, today people evaluate research contributions mainly through publication in venues of interest
and through citation-based metrics (such as the h-index), which attempt to measure research impact.
While these metrics are typically considered to be better than nothing, they have very well-known
flaws. For instance, in ECSS last year and in other papers [1] we showed that peer review (today’s gatekeeper for publications) is essentially applicable only to filter clearly bad papers, and many studies
show that (i) citations are to a very large extent affected by the effort made by the authors to promote
the paper, and (ii) the cited papers are rarely read by the citing authors [2,3]. Furthermore, current metrics are limited to papers as the unit of scientific knowledge, while today there are many other artifacts
that do contribute to science, such as blogs, datasets, experiments, or even reviews, but that are not considered for research evaluation.
Besides the flaws of current metrics, the fact remains that people have – and we believe will always
have – different opinions on which criteria are more effective than others, also depending on the task at
hand (that is, the reason why they are conducting the evaluation). For example, in our department, the
evaluation criteria for researchers are defined by a document of 10 pages full of formulas, mostly based
on publications in venues considered top, normalized based on complex criteria. Other institutions use
citation counts normalized by the community to which the authors belong and then grouped by research
programs to assess each research group, not individuals. Examples are countless and, much like in the
soccer world cup, everybody has an opinion on how it should be done. Not only people may select different metrics, but also different sources (e.g., Google Scholar vs. Scopus), different normalization criteria (e.g., normalizing the value of metrics with respect to averages in a given community), different
ways to measure individual contributions (e.g., dividing metrics by number of authors), or different
ways to compare (e.g., compare a candidate with the group that wants to hire them to assess the autonomy and diversity of the candidate from the group), with different aggregation functions (e.g., aggregated h-index of a scientist’s co-authors, aggregated citation count, etc.).
For example, in order to assess the independence of young researchers, we typically look at which
contributions the researcher has published without the cooperation of his/her PhD supervisor, and
whether he/she was able to publish on new topics independently. As a more detailed analysis, we might,
for instance, want to measure the h-index of the researcher without considering papers co-authored by
the supervisor, and then compare the “cleaned” h-index with that of other young researchers in the same
field. In order to evaluate the supervisor, instead, we might want to compute his/her impact on the hindex of all his/her PhD students, that is, the aggregated h-index values of all papers co-authored with
the supervised PhD students. Of course, the sum of h-index values is not an h-index again, but we can
still use the result as a measure of the supervisor’s capability to (i) attract PhD students (in terms of
quantity) and (ii) “produce” high-quality PhDs.

These observations and examples suggested us the following approach to address the problem of research evaluation and provide a platform for it:
1. We need to provide a platform that allows the computation of a variety of scientific metrics from
a variety of sources;
2. We believe that people will want to define their own metrics and these metrics can be very complex. Therefore we need to enable each person to define the metric computation logic, including
the specification of the logic, the sources, the normalization, the aggregation criteria, the comparisons, and the like;
3. In addition to the above, while the platform above should allow one to include publication and citations as basic metrics and operators, we need a way to provide the means to have alternative
metrics that better reflect the opinion and reputation of scientist and contributions with respect to
what peer review and citation count do.
In the following we focus on the first two items. For the third aspect (which is orthogonal to the issue
of defining a platform for research evaluation as it refers to having another base metric in addition to
the “traditional” ones), we refer the reader to our work on liquid journals described at liquidjoural.org.

2 ResEval Concepts and Model
To support research evaluation, we propose a domain-specific information mashup language and platform through which users (possibly with no programming skills) can define, execute, and visualize the
metric combination logic and its result.
We provide a mashup platform, because we expect users to need to combine both UI components
(widgets that can show charts and trends) and information from a variety of (web) sources. We aim for
a domain-specific language because we believe the only way in which we can have a mashup platform
that can be used by non-programmers is to constrain the concepts and possibly even the functionality of
the platform for the sake of ease of use. Finally we talk about information mashup as we see the platform not so much as a generic composition tool (a la BPEL) but more like a pipe that channels, filters,
cleans, aggregates, and transforms information flowing from sources (e.g., repositories of publications
such as DBLP or Springer, or Liquid Journals) to obtain indicators corresponding to the desired scientific metrics. We now describe the main elements of the language and of the platform.
ResEval provides to its users a mashup model that consists of the following entities:
• Data sources (and an associated model, which is a subset of the ResEval model) that provide the
appropriate input to the specific metric computation (i.e., publication metadata, like authors, affiliations, title, citation, etc.);
• Operators that allows the extraction, elaboration and aggregation of the information as well as
the definition of specific and personalized metrics;
• A set of filters that support the transformations of the information;
• UI components that support the interaction with the final users and the visualization of the computed metric;
• Flow pipes that allow the user to interactively define the flow and transformation of the selected
information from the data sources;
• A conceptual model that fixes the main concepts and operators used in the platform. This is part
of the essence of the mashup being domain-specific, as discussed later. The model is materialized
via an ER diagram (processed by ResEval components) and XML schemas that define the structure of the information flowing through the pipes.
Figure 1(a) shows a simple example where sources, operators, filters, and UI components are used to
compute a metric, Figure 1(b) a first draft of the ResEval architecture.
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